
WRITE AND DRAW WORKSHEETS KINDERGARTEN

Drawing and writing worksheets for preschool and kindergarten; students are asked to look at a picture, draw something
related to it and then write a sentence .

Last Letter Animals - Color the pictures and complete the spelling of dog, cat, pig, and fox. A sequence of
three worksheet. Making Three Letter Words with a and u - Students will make new words using the letters o
and e in the middle. The Sound of D - Students will practice printing the letter D and color pictures that begin
with the D sound. Depending on your child's abilities, you may wish to review our preschool worksheets and
first grade worksheets to locate additional practice materials. Alphabet Print and Match - The four worksheets
included here provide practice printing uppercase and lowercase letters as well as pairing uppercase and
lowercase letters. The Drawings Worksheets have a variety of options to choose from. In order to view and
print worksheets from this site you will need Adobe Reader version 6 or later. Children should trace the line
from left to right to match the animal to its habitat. Encourage them to draw their line from left to right to
mimic the process of printing from left to right. Look, Think and Read Worksheet 3 - Students will look at the
picture and circle the sentence describing the emotion shown. Betsy Bear - Students will cut and paste pictures
in order to match the story of Betsy Bear. Letter Concepts Worksheets - Letter recognition and visual
discrimination are reinforced when students circle the word that begins with the letter shown on each picture.
Kindergarten worksheet kingdom. Animal Fun - Students will print the words bee, bear, cub, and duck then
color the pictures. Look, Think and Read - Students will mark the sentence telling what each dog is doing.
Don't underestimate the "reward value" of one-on-one time with a loved grown up! Beginning Consonants
Worksheets - This set include two worksheets in which students draw a line from each picture to the letter that
begins its name. Sight Word Recognition: Little - This pre-primer Dolch sight word recognition worksheet
features the word little. Sing songs, read stories or watch shows with a similar theme as the worksheet you
choose to supplement the project - again focusing on extra activities that the child enjoys to help keep them
motivated. Printable worksheets are great for classroom or home use and you may print as many as you like.
Printing Tip: If a worksheet page does not appear properly, reload or refresh the. Vocabulary Worksheets
Funny Animals Worksheets 1 and 2 - These two worksheets incorporates printing practice, spelling,
vocabulary, and reading skills. Parents and caregivers should use the age ratings below as a general guideline,
taking the abilities, temperament and interests of their children into account. Color the pictures that begin with
the Alphabet Activities - Twenty-six alphabet worksheets including letter recognition, order of alphabet, and
handwriting practice. Kindergarten Reading, Phonics, Vocabulary, and Alphabet Worksheets Reading
Worksheets See, Say, Write, and Read - Students will look at the words see, in, bunny and hat, say and print
each word and read sentences containing the same words. Please be familiar with these Terms of Use before
using any worksheets from this site. Beginning Sounds - Circle the letter that makes the same beginning sound
as the pictures shown. Alphabet Worksheets Alphabet Activities - Twenty-six worksheets including letter
recognition, order of alphabet, and handwriting practice. Dynamic Lines Worksheets:. See, Say, Read, and
Write - This reading readiness worksheet focuses on the words the, jump, and can. Look, Think and Read
Worksheet 2 - Students will read the sentences and mark the sentence that best describes the bunny in the
picture. See, Say, Write, and Read - Read and print the words see, boy, and girl, then complete the sentences
using the words boy and girl. This page includes kindergarten worksheets related to reading, phonics,
vocabulary, and letters of the alphabet. Making Three Letter Words with o and e - Students will write words
on butterfly wings that have the letters o and e in the middle. Printable Worksheets The "lines" worksheets
come up with a different set of images each time you load them for unlimited worksheets. Making Three
Letter Words with i and e - Build vocabulary and spelling skills when making new words with i and e. You
may print these kindergarten worksheets for your own personal includes printing materials for your classroom
, non-commercial use only. There are three worksheets in this set. Look, Think and Read Worksheet 4 -
Students will look at the pictures and identify the sentence that describes the picture. Nouns on the Farm - Fill
in the blanks using nouns from the word box.


